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To say that community control is democratic scans
that such control is consistent with the ideas of the democratic
tradition. Even so, participation is hampered by the "natural" apathy
of people. but the tact of apathy nas tcc little research as to its
cause s,. to be well understood; perhaps, apathy is a rational response
to a society which discouraucs iarticipation. Democracy is a theory
which identities itself with opposition to and protest against social
just:cc. As tc the (AJEStiCJI ci educational expertise, the limits of
expert authority iac tnE limits of expert competence. reed sack tics
the community lets the experts know how expertise is setving the
covmunity. Too, there is a clear distinction retween expertise, and
the values which a ccrmunity wishes its exierts to tollow. Finally,
cessunity control is an issuc, transcending any urran function, a:d is
intiNately involved With tilE dt:rdridE et denocratre theory. (Author/M
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ABOUT THE INSTITUTE . . .

The Institute for Community Studies, Queens College, serves as a link between the
urban university and the urban community. The Institute brings to bear the intellectual
resource. if the unisersity to Ole problems of urban society, while bringing the urban
community ii) touch with the world of the university.

As such, the Institute offers the urban commnity research t.nd te,hnical exp,srtise.
Within the un'versity, the Institute offers edu.ational programs in urban studies: Credit
courses in urban affairs are sponsored by the Institute; as re adult education courses
on tupical urban issues. In addition, the Institute holds workshops in the community,
university conferences on urban topics, and training programs for citizens.

The Institute publishes a monthly publication, COMMUNITY, reviewing current
developments in urban studies, and occasional monographs, COMMUNITY ISSUES,
analyzing topical urban issues.

At present, the Institute is the recipient of a Furd Foundation grant to provide
technical services to demonstration school programs in community participation, while
researching and evahra ing those programs.
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DEMOCRATIC THEORY AND COMMUNITY CONTROL
by Burton Zwiebach

Community control is a form of parriciparory democracy. And whether participa-
tion is democratic depends on the context of that participation.

Democratic theory is primarily concerned with the larger society, for in the absence
of its democratization, the democratization of certr.in groups within it is seldom sig-
nificant. Thus, democratic theory is political in the basic and traditional meaning of
that word: b., "political" we commonly refer to the manner in which we tend to certain
external arrangements of society which ate important and of general concern.

This, at least, is how politics has most usually been understood by its chief theorists
and Nactitionea. Emse processes which do not sum to concern society generally or
which do not seers especially critical to it are distinguished in our ordinary language
from the more inclusive processes.

Defence of a policy as democratic say, to o.ie co tcetned with politics, become
significant when it implies that the Folic) will resdr in incteased democratizaunn of
the larger society, rather than democratization of the smaller group alone. This re3erea-
lion is consistent with our ordinary usage of the word "democratic." The inctease in
participation by all members of a corporate board of dittctors may be called democratic
if we are concerned with the way that the board tends to its own arrangemeats. Yet it
would nor nntrnally h: said to have any democratic implications for society at large.

This reservation has serious implicatIons for our recommendations on how cola
munity control is to be exercised, of on who is to compose the relevant community.
For instance, if the group which controls a school is made up only of the parents of
the children in attendance, bound together only as paretirs, we would have a gtxxl deal
of trouble detecting democratic implLations for society at large. We would be con-
cerned with the relatively narrow participation of a relatively small group in an
important but telatively testricted social process. What implications such participation
would have for society at large are not clear, nor indeed is its effect upon the self-esteem
of 'be participants at a time when so many ether processes work to depress such self.
esteem. I suspect the results would be less than dramatic and would have little effect
upon the group's relation to society at brie. Parental F,aticipation under these circum-
stances would thus seem to have marginal democratic implicrtions for the parental
group and no democratic impli:ations for society.

But it the control of the schools is a function of a community, or if some iden-
tification between the people comprising the community is a ornbable outcome of
decentralization, the democratic potential would be large. A minimal democratization
might occur if the parents voted for the community school board not simply as parents,
but as representatives of a community with some more general capacity for self-
determination. The most impressively democratic solution, however, would be to comer:
these urban communities into sub-governments--that is, to decentralize as many urban
services as is feasible and transfer these to the control of communities. Any solution
with claims to be democratic must exist somewhere between th se points.

Burns Zwiebach is an A.s;srant Professor of Political Science at Queens College.
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Community control and democratic traditions.

To say that community control is democratic must also mean that, whatever its
relevance to society at large such control is consistent with the ideas of the democratic
tradition.

Democratic theory rests on the conviction that political decisions should be made
by consulting the collective preferences of the citizenry. This implies citizen participa-
tion at some point in the decisionrnaking process. Further, such participation is seen
as strengthening an already existing democracy not because the citizenry is necessarily
wiser than an dire body, but because participation helps to create better citizens and
a specifically democratic mentality; this latter point cannot be emphasized enough.
Democracy values the dignity of the individual and participation in the political process
is one way of creating and supporting this dignity. For political participation gives the
individual a hint of his ability to control a segment of his social environment. It
develops in him a confidence in his political efficacy (however marginal). It satisfies
his need for reasonably successful encourtcs with his environment. In short, it helps
him to value himself.

The problem is that, classically, most democratic theorists believed that meaningful
participation required an idenlification between the individual and society, a belief in
the effectiveness of one's participation, and a capacity to communicate with ones fellow
citizen' and !elders. Which, they felt, could hardly be realized in large societies. Further,
it Was impossible to consult the citizenry, to ascei rain collective preferences in a large
state. Democratic participation thus involved a degree of axial intimacy and mutual
concern; it could exis: only in a sxiety "where the people can readily be got together
and where each citizen can with ease know all the

This concern with size was not merely theoretical. In England and the Illited
States, the first preempts at constructing democratic governments occurred in small corn
munities, such as those isolated communities on the American western fros-"er. Radical
political groups which held themselses out as democratic did not tryas the Levellers
had during the English civil warto convert the national government to democracy.
Rather, they isolated themselves ss far as they could into small self-governing and self.
sufficient communities and identified democracy with their internal politics. Sach groups
included many Owenite, religious, and primirive communist communities.

M industrialization developed and the possibility of viable small societies was
radically reduced, some democrats alteccd their concern with political space. But, at
least in the nineteenth century, radical democrats did not abandon this concern because
they did not see how democracy could work in the large state. Just as Aristotle argued

Rousseau, The Social Contract, 111, 4. See also Oa., 111, 1 and the famous discussion
of patriotism in his Di/cowrie on Political Fa loopy. Montesquieu makes the same point in his
Spin: of the Lops, V111, 16. 10 Tedetsli5t 10, Iftdisco, he defending the large republic, dis-
tinguishes participatory democracy from representative government and argues that a small state
is r tequiretnent of the former. Hamilton, Madison, Jay, The Federalist (New York: Modem
Librrry, p. 39.
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that s polls which is too large would "forfeit its nature" as a polls,' so radical demo-
crats felt that any participatory system, representative or otherwise, would lose its
democratic character in large stats. The retention of this theory was no doubt dee in
large part to the substantial influence of anarchism and cooperaiTism upon mid-
nineteenth century democrats. Writers like Godwin, Shelley, Owen, and Proudhon
tended to associate not merely participation but all valuable human relationships with
small group association and it is interesting that their successors (Mart and Durkheim
for example) worked to make this view consistent Frith the facts of mass industrial-
ization rather than alter we theory.

This created celebrated tensions in radical democratic thought. In the case of Marx,
it is hard to see how public ownership of massed capital could take place in a Rousseau-
istic environment. Nevertheless, Marx contrasted the large political state necessary for
Lourgeois society with the possibility that the small ccmmunity could SOMP:10W be the
political form of proletarian democracy. Thus, he seized upon the Paris Commune of
1871 as the paradigm revolutionary state (despite its being anarchist rather than
"Marxist' in inspiration) and interpreted it as a small populist democracy.' Further,
the logic of Marx's denunciation of the state and of his prediction that it would wither
away (;.e., lase its coercive charpcter) under socialism, implies the desirability of the
small associative polity--a model not too different from that of Paine or Owen.'

The "New" Denictrao,
In mass societies, political participation is radically altered. Direct participation

by individuals is largely replaced by individual participation in g:r aps which, except
in the polling booth, represent the real participatory units of mass democracy. Direct
and immediate representation is replaced by a complex system of representation, with
interest groups and coalitions playing roles classically restricted to parties, citizens, and
statesmen, 'Thus, while some essential features of democracy are retained, one feature
is drasticall, modified. Yet the new democracy has its advocates, including some famous
ones: Schumpeter, Herring. Truman. Berelson, Lazarsfeld. Dahl. They argue that this
system is democratic and is the only version of democracy consistent with existential
reality.

*Poriticr 1326a-1326h. Simil:rly, in the Wier, he says that "you cannot male a city of ten
men, and if there are a hundred thoucand it h a city no longer" (1170b). H. D. P. Kitto pres..nts
this argument by producing a conversation between an ancient Greek and a modern Lordon dub
mc-nbt.. Thf, tnglishman salts why the Greeks had not united into a single state.

The Greek replies, "How many dubs are there i London?" The member, at a guess, says
about five 1.undred. The Greek then says, 'Now if all these combined, what splended premises
they would build. They could have a clubhouse as big as Hyde Park." "But," says the member,
"that would no longer be a ch.b." "Pmeisely," says the Greek, 'and a rolis as big as yours Is
no Ir,rer a polls."

(14. D. F. Kitto, The Great (Baltimore; Penguin Books, 1957), p. 79.)
'Marx, The aril Wee is Prone", PIIJIM.

There are many references to this in Niaraist literature. The loci clasiki are Crirkwe of the
Gorki Program (I875). IV; The Chit leaf is France (1871), Third Address, 5; Engels, Anti.
Drtehrg (1878), Part ilr, 2. Se, the discussion in John Pigment", Germ's Aforgisen ROM;01
Comtrosilm (London: Longrnans Green and Co, 1954), pp. 152-164.
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The problem iith the democratic tradition, these revisionists argue, is that it
overemphasized the role of popular participation in a democracy and hence was led
to place too much stress on size. In fact, however, most citizens do not participate in
politics except to chase leaders who participate for theta. Elea so, participation in
voting is no:oriously low. People are ''by nature"' apathetic, and it is naive to think
otherwise. Therefore in de-emphasizing participation, the new democracy merely regis
ters a fact of life and attempts to deal with a reality in which participation is a function
of groups and elites.

This indeed is the crux of the debate. If political apathy it natural to man, this
reinterpretat!on of democracy is legitimate at d the relationship of democracy to small
states is dissipated. Democratic theory is satisfied by an .rlitist system of rebresepaation
which is compatible with large societies. The problem with this argument is that it
assumes the truth of its most crucitl contention. The assumption that apathy is natural
to man is a gratuitous one, consistent with but not demanded by, the evidence. 17'or
ma,- of the evidence concerns the fact of apathy; very littlt time has !seen spent
researching its causes. And this evidence bears more than a single interpretation: Ole
fault of the revisionists has been less in their collection of data than is the questionable
inferences they have drawn from it.

May apathy not be a product q a society that operates to discourago participation?
Such an in:erpretation is ''rely consistent with the evidence relied upon by the resisTon-
ists, especially since that evidence is descriptive rather than causal.

Political apathy .. . may stem from feelings of personal inadequacy, from a
fear of endangering important personal relationships, or from a lack of interest in
the issues; but it may also have its roots in the society's institutional structure, in
the weakness or absence of group stimulation or support, in the positive opposition
of elemen3 within the political system to wider participation; in the absence,
in other words, of appropriate spurs to action, or in the presence of tangible
deterrents.'

There is also some direct evidence which can be used :o support this view as against
the view that apathy is natura', although this evidence is sketchy and far froin
conclusive.'

' Robert A. Dahl Who Gortrrit? (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1961), p. 225.
'Jack L. Walker, 'A Cr:tique of the Elitist Theory of Derr ocracy," Anteriran S,knce

Realty, LX (June 1965), p. 290.
' For instance, it is interesting that participation was substantially greater in the nineteenth

century th.o in tle twentieth (Wales Dean Burnham, ''The Changing Shape of the American
Politial Un;verse,' American Political Selene+ Retitle, LIX (Much 1965), 7.18. Again, there is
some evidence tht crime may be a substitute for participation as an outlet for frustration and
tension (Frederic Solomon et. Rights Activities ;Id Reduction of Crime Among Negroes,"
Acctiler Grnerd hyrbialry, XII (/v:irch 1965), 227.236, ciscussed in Walker, pp. 290.291.)
Conditions in which many people ofork seem also to contribute to apathy. (Lewis Lipsite, *Work
Life and Political Ardribley-: A Study of Manual 'Workers," ,frnericer Pobsksl SfitNif
L\111 (December 196.4), 961-962).
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Furthermore, apathy may be a rational response a system that discourages par-
ticipation. American party politics impels politicians to avoid dramatic issues and sharp
conflicts, to minimize ideological differences, and thus to present citizens with few issue
choices. It is Mt surprising that many voters do not see voting as a rewarding or Mean-
ingful act. Participation can moan something more than occasional leverpuqing and
something less than total immersion in politics; yet opportunities for such participation
are rare. Increasingly, corporate executives and trade union leaders snake decisions
which critically affect the quality of our lives. Yet policymakets such as these are not
formally political actors and their primary responsibilities are to that narrow group
of people upon whom they depend for office. Even if I can fight City Hall, I cannot
fight General Motors; and when Chevrolet tells me that I must pay fifty dollars more
for its automobiles, I have less recourse than when my town tax goes up twenty.

What is the result? It is that the most clearly perceived characteristic of our
society is not the invitation to participate but the authority of those in command. May
we not then conclude that the common man betrays good sense if he (boosts to resign
from political participation? it apathy not a rational response to the enormity, imper-
tonality, and unresponsiveness of society?

The nets democratic theory is one which has sacrificed almost all of the democratic
vision to the pursuit of a reality which is dependent upon a dubious interpretation of
available evidence. The ability of a democratic society to enlist the energies of its
citizens in order to further their civic education and their capacities for individual
developmentwhich Mill saw as the primary justification for participation and which
conternpora .y writers are re-emphasizing 'has been sacrificed and what has been sub-
stituted is a democratic shadow, a democracy void of the democratic vision and the
democratic mentality. Perhaps our circumstances produces such a result. But it is not
the inevitable alternative of mass democracy.

Commonity control implies that the multiplicity of decentralized functions will
give to the communities a character of subgovernments or parallel governments. For
the governing bodies of these communities (whether a single governing body or a
separate boy for each type of function) will seek not merely to influence public policy
or to affect it indirectly, as a pressure group might, but directly to satisfy basic needs
of their corstiruents through authoritative policymaking. They thus differ in principle
from involuntary or collegial groups such as trade unions. Anl because they could
involve the community as a participating body of citizens (sub citizens if you like),
they would have the capacity, if they chose to, not merely to act for their constituents,
but to enlist their constituents' loyalties. In the case of Black and Puerto Rican corn
munities, this enlistment of loyalties ray amount to a monopolization of loyalties. This
mobilization of loyalty is what entitles these units to be seen as more than rare
communities performing functions delegated by superior authority. Combined with a
formal, if limited, grant of quasi-govetnmental status, it gives to these units a legitimacy
indistinguishable from that usually attributed to government rather than that associated
with voluntary associations.

'See, e.g, Henry S. Ksriel, The Promise of Politic! (Engtesco)f Cliffs: Prentice-flall, Inc.
19661, pp. 62-69 and passim; Lane Davis, "The Cost of Realism: Contemporary Restatements of
Dcn,ocacy..- Weritra Political Qaarterly, XVII (Mitch 1964), pp. 37-45.
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The loyalties so enlisted are far greater and more yassicoa'i than those which can
be mobilized by city governments. This provides an ad.1;i1na spur to participation.
Furthermore, there is good reason to believe chat cornmun' c ganizacions will strive
to ..reate and maintain such loyalty and will be dricit, as t to c ty it net, to encourage
participation. 'This, I chink, is due to the tenuous and driiclt, power position of the
community organization. That position is apparent when wt, cx mine the characteristics
of these subgavernrnents.

Firs', community organizations world ccnrrot certain dr fined and limited local
services. Second, they would be institutiorwily derivative, even if authoritative in their
own right. That is, there will remain a reasonably strong tuba authority with definite
it atenuatecl bnelgetary, contract, planning, collective bargainng, and similar powers.
Third, the subgovernments would be dependent financiall7 upn the city or the state.
Fourth, they would clearly tack their own jud,.:ial machin ry and would thus be
dependent upon the city and state for judicial enforcement 3f their decisions. These
formal limitationsand othersmean chat effective comniurr :y control can exist, but
chat the authority-in-fact of the community governments can :tc eroded if they cannot
maintain sufficient political influence. This disability, commt, c ro many local govern-
ments, is more pronounced in the case of the community subgovernment. But she
influence of the subgenernment upon the city derives to a gre it extent from its ability
to mobilize its basic resource i:s constituency. There is tht r good reason to expect
the community subgovernmcnt to try to retain and expand the loyalties of its con-
stituents and ro encourage their nctive identification with the subgovetnrnent.

Final'', the mobilization of loyalty would aid in the devi lopment of the cohesive-
ness and sense of political efficacy necessary to revive der roar :ic participation. Encour-
agement of participation combined with an increase in the f tfluence one might exert
on important matters may counteract, in bask ways, the awi-participation factors in
other rspects of American political culture.

Democracy and Social lurtice
From its connection with moral values democracy has erveloped anothe. unique

historical association: it is a theory identifiable, as no otht t theory has been, with
apposition to social injustice and it is a theory that justifies the protest against such
iljustice. These are three reasons for this. Firer, there is a inagmatie one, especially
relevant in the modern west: realization of the aspirations 51 disinherited groups is
usually best aided by appealing to democratic norms. Secone` the logic of democracy
i:nplies that the aspirations of a groupinsofar as they recur ily involve the liber:.tion
cf that group from inferior status and its accession to eq talityreflect s' 2 values
inseparable from democracy. Third, the realization of the e aspirations convects a
eisinherited group into a group integrated into society and e U3 able to play a role in
that society's politics.

The relationship of social justice to democracy is not nerd/ a matter of theo-
retical speculation. That relationship has been perceived an l acted upon throughout
the history of the modern period. It has persistently been invoicd by exploited or
powerless groups to justify rant merely the realization of th!ir aspirations were non-
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political. The English revolutionaries of the: seventeenth century E aC, democratic theory
as the vehicle which justified their ecoromic and moral claims as well as their claim
to political power. Democracy was to them inseparable from a host of liberties: liberties
of speech, religion, political par iciratior: legal liberties such as habeas corpus and fair
trial; and most important, perhaps, the liberty to follow the common economic callings

Democratic theoty was used to justify the demands of British working class move-
ments for the extension of the fa....nrl-ise. But it was also used to justify demands for
the humanization of the work process and econotn't: equality. The txanple of this
is the contrast between thc Owenites, who profoundly influenced British working class
movements, and the Chartists, who did not. The latter seemed to view democracy
instrumentally: reform of the House of Commons would lead to !egislation favorable
to the working class. Owen. on the other hand, saw it as involved in the general attempt
to humanize and liberalize the social environment. He advocated democracy as mach
because it was the political system most consistent with these value; as because of its
instrumental uses.' Indeed, Owenites generally felt that the Chartists overestimated tire
instrumental value of democracy, a perception which proved propl-etic.0 Later, democ-
racy was seen as the political form of the socialist society by Marx. So, too, workers'
control of industrythe "guild socialism" of the early twentieth century'Witsonian
self-determination, and Debs's notion of trade unionism were justified by refer-nee to
democratic theory.

To advocates of decentralization, this feature of democratic theory is especially
pertinent, For whatever its implications .,re for the whole of society, decentraliv.tion
is now intimately connected with the legitimate aspirations of certain radically dis-
posseseci groups. It is not merely a way to subject political and bateaucratic auihorirj
to the control of communities: it is a vehicle for liberationan institution designed
to satisfy .-nany if the basic needs of these groups--and hence vehicle for dignity
and individual realization.

THE QUESTION OF EXPERTISE

It is often argued that education is an area where specialized knowledge and pro-
fessional skills are necessary. The opinions of the common man may simply be out of
place here: it is not a question of democracy but expertise.

In dealing with this type of question, the greatest democratic theorist of out time,

aeneral,y, his New View of Scriety (Glencoe: Free Press, 1953); Book of the New
Moro( Woeld (London: L Wilson, 18361: Life of Robert Owen by Bin; tell (New York: Alfred
A. Knopf, 1920).

""Att Oweni-e complained that the lower otden are quite assured that a tvlical reform of
the House of Commons must prove the grand panacea for all out woes." M. Bear, A Ilirtoty of

Sorislitni t,1 vols.; London: G. Ha and Sons, 19191920), I, 171.
"Set G.D.H. Co/e, Tbe World of Woo, (London: G. Dell & S.gut, 1913); Self-Goterninent

in lrifottry (London: G. Bell & Sons, 1919); Stroud Hobson, Notion.' Grind: (Loodoo: G. &II
& Sons, 1919); A. J. Peaty, Coil's, rub dna Agricsikurs (Loaccs: George Allen & llowin,
1920
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A. D. Lindsay, once remarked that oven the most expert shoemaker cannot know
whereor ifthe shoe be has made pinches. The inexpert wearer must tell him."
So, the most skillful statesman or ad ninistrator cannot know the full effe:ts of his
policies without hearing from those he rules. ''It is sadly instructive," Lindsay com-
mented, "to End what a gap there alwi ys is between the account even the best admin-
istrations give of the (Sect of their regulations and the account you can get from those
to whom the regulations apply.""

Men being what they are, and sccieties being what they are, the free addressing
of complaints by the powerless to their rulers is not an everyday occurrence. This is
esrcially true where the powerless ha re learned to expect little from authority except
control or humiliation and react acc3rdinglythat is, say what they conceive the
authority figure expects to hear. For varnpie, how many children, confronted by over-
bearing or hostile teachers, have denied what they believed to be true or assented to
what they believed false? Communication or frustrations, complaints, and hostilities
must take place through institutions it which the communicants either feel somewhat
at home or anonymous. A riot serves this purpose painfully. But political irstitunons
strongly identifir I with :hr communicants serve the purpose as well, with somewhat
more beneficial results. It we are interested in Ending out where the Nefro's shoe
pinches, the orpnizecl community offes us a classic way.

But defending decentralization in principle does rot require us to waive practical
and prudential objections to it. Such oljections are always relevent to delimit the scope
of a normative theory and to allow us to discover the practical boundaries within
which that them is realistic and relevant.' May it not be that it would be tnwise to
subject education to popular control, tl at it would lead to poor education?

This objection has an extremely limited application. In the first place, 6: limits
of rapert authority are the limits of expert competence. When a question of national
health insurance is up for debate, the doctor's expertise does not qualify him to talk
as an expert about the social benefits or costs of such a system, the effects upon the
tax structure, or the political dangers nherent in the r,easure. These are political and
economic questions, not medical ones. They are questions about which be has no better
right to be listened to than any of his fellow citizens who have attained a comparable
degree of enlightenment. In education, the question of the best administrative structure
for a school system is a question abo it which the teacher has no specia! knowledge.
Perhaps it will b.! thought that the school administrator has such knowledge, Bit it the
school adrninistra;or to be the judge of Hs own area of competeace in public pol;cy-
making Clearly there are very good and obvious reasons to have that determination
made by the community or its repress motives.

"A. D. Lindsay, The Modern Demerrotic Stele (London: Oxford Univeniry Puss, 1959
[first published 1943], pp. 269ff.

"1W., p. 270.
"See W. G. Runcirnan, "Sociological Evidence and Political Theory," Lis!ctt and Kuncimaa

(eds.), Philatophy, Pe1iri r sod Society: S coal Serie: (Oxford: B. It Blackwell, 19621.
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Second, we must make a dear distinction between expertise--where the professional
is entitled to demand a major voicean3 the valuer which a tummunity wither its
experts to follow. I may be unqualified to tell a lawyer how to plead his client, but I
am surely entitled to join in a demand that the bar make provision for representing
impoverished clients. The control provided for by decentralization is not comic)l over
the techniques of education, but over the values which educators ought to pursue. It is
control over moral ends, not professional means. The inarticulate dissatisfaction of
parents with air: performance of the schools is a legitimate point upon which they
may be consulted: they are being asked where the shoe pinches.

The crisis in education is a crisis of values, where even technical questions may
only imperfectly be separated from moral ones. In the first place, it is a c:saVenge to
the prevalent middle class version of what education entails, to the attitude that the
poorespecially the black poorare unreachable in the absence of a drastic reform
of their social, cultural, and familial conditions in directions accepted as normal by
middle class whites. Yet there is evidence to indicate 'hat what is holding up the
education of poor blacks is a set of values masquerading as facts, which are held by
middle class whites."

The extent to which educational techniques are bound up with values can be
seen if we ask how we are to measure educational progress. There was a t :me, not
very long ago, when educational achievement was measured by I. Q. tests or uieir
equivalents. These tests were finally seen to be culture bound, dependent fo; their
validity on a particular set of values. In their place, we have substituted reading pro.
ficiency tests, which recent examination has also found to be culture bound. Some people
have turned, or rather returned, to the belief that education is successful if it puns out
students equipped to function in the society around them and possessed of skills
demanded by and useful to that society. Skipp;ng over the question of what this
implies for education in totalitarian societies, we can see that this test, like the others,
involves the acceptance of certain values. Now there is nothing bad about educational
achievement beinf measured partly by values. But in this es-ent wa must accept the
notion that the ec.ticator is not the only person competeu to assess those values.

The black community has asked that black history, literature, art, be included in
the school curriculu'n. They have asked that their children be provided with visible
symbols of black authority. These are questions which concern various professional
disciplines and about whi:h experts may have much to say, provided their self-interests
are not involved. But they are also questions requiring choices between values, between
cads as well as means, upon which the community ought to be consulted.

In the end, community control is an issue transcending education, police, or any
specific urban functico. It is an issue intimately involved with the demands of demo
cratic theory and it cannot be discussed without reference to that theory. This does not
prove that, in our presort circumstances, democrat. entails decentralization cr that we
can justify decentralization by referring only to democracy. It does mean That those
opposed to decentralization ought to consider the meaning of its rejection.

"Einc,a;onal Arbirg men, In! Conornenir, Control. Monograph I, Institute for C,ommatsity
Studies, November 1968.
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